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of dynamical systems whose phase space is not regular.
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Let N and Z+ be the sets of positive integers and nonnegative integers, respectively. If X is a topological space, f : X → X
a continuous map, x ∈ X and F ⊂ X , let us recall that:
(i) The orbit of x (under f ) is the set O ( f , x) = { f n(x): n ∈ Z+}.
(ii) The point x is called almost periodic (and O ( f , x) will be called almost periodic orbit) if for every neighbourhood U
of x there exists some k ∈ N such that { f n+i(x): i = 0, . . . ,k} ∩ U = ∅ for every n ∈ Z+ .
(iii) F is invariant (under f ) if f (F ) ⊂ F .
(iv) F is a minimal set if it is a non-empty closed invariant set and no proper subset of F has these properties.
We refer the reader to [6] for notations and terminology not explicitly given.
In [4] the authors introduced the notion of ω-regular space (see below for the deﬁnition) and generalized some classical
results in topological dynamics concerning almost periodic points and minimal sets (see [1–3]).
A topological space X is called ω-regular if for any closed set C ⊂ X , any point x ∈ X \ C and any countable set A ⊂ C ,
there exists a pair U , V of disjoint open sets such that x ∈ U and A ⊂ V [4, Deﬁnition 2.1]. It should be noted that there are
ω-regular spaces which are not regular [4, Example 2.2].
The results of J.-H. Mai and W.-H. Sun [4], which are the starting points for our considerations, are the following:
(a) Let f be a continuous self-map on an ω-regular space. Then:
– the closure of every almost periodic orbit of f is a minimal set;
– all points in the closure of any almost periodic orbit of f are almost periodic.
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each minimal set of f is compact.
These results led to the following natural questions:
1. (See [4, Problem 2.5].) Let X be a Hausdorff space, f : X → X a continuous map and x an almost periodic point. Is
O ( f , x) minimal?
2. (See [4, Problem 3.10].) Let X be a locally compact T1-space and let f : X → X be a continuous map. Is each minimal
set of f compact?
3. (See [4, Problem 4.4].) Let X be a Hausdorff space, f : X → X a continuous map and x an almost periodic point. Does
O ( f , x) contain only almost periodic points?
In this note we will show that all the problems above have a negative answer.
Our ﬁrst example, which will give a solution to both problems 1 and 3, can be roughly described as an irrational rotation
on a double circle endowed with a sort of “mixed” euclidean-Sorgenfrey topology.
Example 1. The usual circle may be represented by T = [0,1) endowed with the topology τ generated by the metric
d(x, y) = min{|x− y|,1− |x− y|}.
Note that a base for (T , τ ) is given by
B = {]a,b[ : 0 a < b  1}∪ {[0,a) ∪ ]b,1[ : 0< a < b < 1}.
An irrational rotation of the circle is a map hα : T → T deﬁned by hα(x) = x+α (mod 1) for every x ∈ T , where α ∈ [0,1)
is a ﬁxed irrational number. It is well known that such maps hα , considered as self-maps on (T , τ ), are minimal, i.e., every
point has dense orbit, moreover all points are almost periodic. Observe also that d(p,q) = d(hα(p),hα(q)) for every p,q ∈ T .
Let us set X = T × {0,1}. In the sequel, when convenient, we will write simply x+ y and x− y instead of x+ y (mod 1)
and x− y (mod 1).
Now let ρ : X × X → [0,+∞) be the map given by:
(i) ρ((x,0), (x+ h,0)) = h if 0 h < 1;
(ii) ρ((x,1), (x− h,0)) = h if 0< h 1;
(iii) ρ((x,1), (x,1)) = 0 for every x ∈ T ;
(iv) ρ((x, i), (y, j)) = 1 in all other cases.
Let us set B(p, ) = {q ∈ X: ρ(p,q) < } for every p ∈ X and  > 0.
Observe that:
(i) B(p, ) = [x, x+ ) × {0} for every p = (x,0), 0<   1− x;
(ii) B(p, ) = {p} ∪ ( ]x− , x[ × {0}) for every p = (x,1), 0< x < 1, 0<   x;
(iii) B(p, ) = {p} ∪ ( ]1− ,1[ × {0}) whenever p = (0,1) and 0<   1.
Clearly B = {B(p, ): p ∈ X,  > 0} is a base for a topology σ on X .
Note that (X, σ ) is a Hausdorff space and T × {0} is an open dense subspace of (X, σ ). Moreover observe that (X, σ ) is
not ω-regular, in fact let p = (0,0), C = T × 1 and A = {( 1n ,1): n ∈ N}, then A and p cannot be separated by disjoint open
subsets.
Now ﬁx an irrational number α ∈ T and let us consider the map f : (X, σ ) → (X, σ ) deﬁned by f (x, i) = (hα(x), i) for
every (x, i) ∈ X . Since ρ(p,q) = ρ( f (p), f (q)) for every p,q ∈ X , it follows that f (B(p, )) = B( f (p), ), therefore f is
a homeomorphism.
Since every open set of (X, σ ) contains some set of the form ]a,b[×{0}, it follows that O ( f , p) = X for every p ∈ T ×{0}.
Moreover every q ∈ T × {1} is not almost periodic, in fact (T × {0}) ∪ {q} is a neighbourhood of q which does not meet
O ( f ,q) \ {q} (observe that f n(q) = q for every n ∈ N).
We claim also that every p ∈ T × {0} is almost periodic. It is not restrictive to consider, e.g., p = (0,0). So let us take an
open neighbourhood U of p in (X, σ ). We will show that there exists some κ ∈ N such that { f n+i(p): i = 0, . . . , κ} ∩ U = ∅
for every n ∈ Z+ . We may assume that U = [0,3) × {0} for some  ∈ ]0, 13 [. Let us take some m ∈ N such that hmα (0) ∈],2[. Since 0 is also almost periodic with respect to hα , considered as a map from (T , τ ) onto itself, it follows that there
exists some l ∈ N such that {hn+iα (0): i = 0, . . . , l} ∩ ([0, [ ∪ ]1− ,1[) = ∅ for every n ∈ Z+ .
Now set κ = l + m. We claim that { f n+i(0): i = 0, . . . , κ} ∩ U = ∅ for every n ∈ Z+ . Clearly it is enough to show that
{hn+iα (0): i = 0, . . . , κ} ∩ [0,3) = ∅ for every n ∈ Z+ .
Fix n ∈ Z+ and let j ∈ {0, . . . , l} such that hn+ jα (0) ∈ [0, [ ∪ ]1− ,1[. Now set t = j +m and observe that t ∈ {0, . . . , κ}.
If hn+ jα (0) ∈ [0, ), then hn+tα (0) = (n + t)α = (n + j +m)α = (n + j)α +mα ∈ ],3[.
If hn+ jα (0) ∈ ]1− ,1[, then hn+tα (0) = (n + t)α = (n + j)α +mα ∈ ]0,2[.
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Hence the closure O ( f , p) of the almost periodic orbit O ( f , p) contains points which are not almost periodic, moreover
O ( f ,q) is a non-empty proper closed invariant subset of O ( f , p) for every q ∈ T × {1}, therefore O ( f , p) is not minimal.
Problem 2 can be answered by a more rapid argument as described in the following
Example 2. We will construct a dynamical system (X, f ) where the phase space X is the disjoint union of a circle and an
inﬁnite set topologized in a suitable way, and the transition function f is the composition of a projection with an irrational
rotation.
Let A = T × {0}, where T is, as in the previous example, the interval [0,1), let B an inﬁnite subset of T × {1}, and set
X = A ∪ B . Let φ : X → A be the map given by φ(x, i) = (x,0) for every (x, i) ∈ X .
Let τ be the usual topology on the circle T and set τ0 = τ ×{0}. Moreover let B(p) = {{p} ∪ (U \ {φ(p)}): φ(p) ∈ U ∈ τ0}
for every p ∈ B and call σ the topology on X generated by the base τ0 ∪⋃{B(p): p ∈ B}.
Clearly (X, σ ) is a T1-space which is not Hausdorff, and (A, σA) is a dense open subspace of (X, σ ).
Moreover (X, σ ) is locally compact, in fact:
(i) the subspace (A, σA) of (X, σ ) is homeomorphic to the usual circle (T , τ );
(ii) the set {p} ∪ (A \ {φ(p)}) is a neighbourhood of p homeomorphic to (A, σA), for every p ∈ B .
Now let us consider φ as a map from (X, σ ) onto (A, σA) and let us take the map g : (A, σA) → (X, σ ) deﬁned by
g(x,0) = (hα(x),0) for every (x,0) ∈ A, where hα : T → T is given, as above, by hα(x) = x+ α (mod 1) for every x ∈ T , and
α ∈ [0,1) is a ﬁxed irrational number.
Since φ and g are continuous, it follows that h = g ◦ φ : (X, σ ) → (X, σ ) is a continuous map. Moreover it is clear that
O (h, p) = X for every p ∈ X , therefore X is a minimal set.
Since B is an inﬁnite closed discrete subspace of (X, σ ), it follows that (X, σ ) is not compact.
The referee of the present paper kindly informed us that the problems above were solved independently in the recently
published paper by J.-H. Mai and X.-H. Liu [5], in particular our Example 2 is similar to a result given there.
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